
  



Construction Material Options 

We’re not “married” to any given material. We can therefore give you sound advise on the pros/cons of various materials.  

Feel free to give us a call to review your requirements based on your aesthetic, operational, green and budget objectives.  

Material Description Where Situated  

   

Powder Coated Steel Provides an even paint coat across the steel surface without any drip marks.    

A wide variance of color options from Glossy to Textured.  

30% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoors or outdoors depending 

on specific model.  

Stainless Steel Most of the Stainless Steel we provide has a brushed look. Most Stainless Steel 

products have a higher price point than powder coated steel products.  

Usually 60% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoors or outdoors depending 

on specific model.  

Aluminum Lighter weight than steel. Impervious to rust or corrosion.  

The Satin Aluminum has the look of Stainless Steel. Also available in Satin Brass 

Aluminum.  

10% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoor or outdoors.  

Fiberglass Widest range of color/finish options with over 50 colors/finishes available.   

Most colors available in Glossy, Satin or Matte finishes.   Impervious to rust or 

corrosion. Great in heavy salt air  environments. Greater flexibility and creating 

custom shapes. If used outside, put it in an area not subject to high winds.  

25% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.   

Indoors or outdoors 

Neowood Neowood is constructed from recycled milk bottles. The Neowood is the most 

durable material we offer. Will not rust, corrode, flake chip or discolor.  

Impervious to mold, salt air, chlorine air, and insects.  

Our Neowood products also have many matching site amenity products      

including towel valets, benches, planters, portable bars and check in desks.  

Available in Green, Black, Tan White Brown or Grey.  

97% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoors or outdoors 

Concrete The heaviest material. Concrete products are typically placed outdoors based on 

their weight. No worries about rust or corrosion.  Can make sense if you like the 

look or are concerned about high winds or theft.  

15% to 30% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoors or outdoors.  

Glass Reinforced  

Concrete 

A mix of concrete and fiberglass. About 1/3 the weight of concrete. Thinner 

walls than concrete. Like concrete, no worries about rust or corrosion. Also 

makes sense if you like the look or are concerned about high winds or theft.  

0% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Indoors or outdoors 

Wood We offer solid hard woods (Audubon series) that can be used outside. The solid 

hard wood units should be resealed several times a year to keep its color.  

Veneers do not require resealing. However, veneers are for indoor use only.  

0% to 20%.  100% post consumer recyclable.  

Solid hard woods for indoors or 

outdoors.  

Veneers for indoor use only.  

Polyethylene  

(Virgin Plastic) 

Mostly, less expensive compared to any other materials.  Lightweight.           

We offer great looking guest room wastebaskets, planters, and benches      

constructed from this material.  Use outdoors if protected from high winds. 

Limited color selection.  

0% recycled content. 100% post consumer recyclable. 

Indoors or outdoors 

www.t2-sa.com 



Upscale Recycling & Trash Receptacles 

Why T2 Site Amenities?  

 We represent over 35 upscale site amenity manufacturers giving you an dazzling array of choices. 

 The widest selection of materials...powder coated steel, stainless steel, aluminum, fiberglass, concrete, fibercrete, fine 

woods, recycled & virgin plastic.  

 One contact to coordinate product information, pricing and order tracking.  

 Customization options to meet your design, operational and cost requirements.  

 Many matching products to provide a cohesive look among the receptacles, planters and benches.  

 We offer a full complement of site amenity products including recycling centers, trash receptacles, benches, planters, 

pool towel valets, bike racks, bollards, outdoor tables, and much more.  

 You save valuable time with our expert guidance.  Simple, easy, elegant.  

Go to T2 Site Amenities  -  www.t2-sa.com  -  (847)-579-9003  -  info@t2-sa.com  
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TAO  

The Art of Recycling 

 Magnificent clean lines.  A statement for your high profile areas.   Indoor use only.  

 Steel frame available in a wide range of powder coated painted finishes.  

 Choice of  Wood Veneered Panels (Maple , Cherry, Walnut and Ebonized stains) or Wilsonart Plastic Laminate.  

 Stainless Steel lids offer many opening and signage options.  Signage is silk screened. Hinged lids provide access for emptying trash.  

 Includes folding steel internal bag holding system to secure the poly bags. 

 Made in the USA.  

Zen Planter Option 

Add a touch of Zen to your  recycling centers by adding the integrated planter. See 

above left image. Each planter container is 10” deep and is either 13.5” W x 19.5” D or 

19.5” square depending on the model chosen.    

Available on any 2, 3 or 4 stream unit.  

Available in all 18, all 30, or a mix of 18 & 30 gallon liners.  Call 847-579-9003 for details.  

 TAO Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

EKT-6700 TAO Single Single top load 18 gal. 14.5” 20.5” 30” 

EKT-6701 TAO Dual Double top load 2/18 gal. 27” 20.5” 30” 

EKT-6702 TAO Triple Triple Top load 3/18 gal. 39.5” 20.5” 30” 

EKT-6703 TAO Quad Quad Top load 4/18 gal. 52” 20.5” 30” 

Standalone planters that match the 

Tao recyclers are available.  
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Understated and elegant in it’s simplicity. Inset at bottom of receptacle provides a pleasing design element and is recessed on all 4 sides.  

Interior use only.  

The simple lines and material options of the Studio Series integrate seamlessly into lobbies, conference rooms, café areas, and private offices.   

Wood Veneer Finishes: Oak, Rift Cut Oak, Cherry, Walnut, or Maple.  

Horizontal or vertical grain direction.  Brushed aluminum top with laser etched graphics. 

Front doors open for easy access to internal rigid plastic liners. 

Optional casters.  

Made in the USA.  

 Studio Series Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

NUC-RYC36283 Triple top load 3/10 gal. 36” 18” 30” 

NUC-RYC48284 Quad top load 4/10 gal. 48” 18” 30” 

STUDIO 

Optional aluminum lid hides the     

receptacle openings when not in use.  
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Beautiful design. Inset a bottom of receptacle gives the unit a light 

and upscale look. Interior use only.  

The NEW ReForm trash and recycling receptacles are designed for 

single and multi-stream recycling and waste management.  

Great for lobbies, meeting spaces, and cafes.   

Cabinets are available in powder coated steel finishes as standard.  

This includes Soft White, Bright White, Graphite, Taupe Metallic 

and Aluminum Metallic.  

Shown above in wood laminate finishes with hinged doors to   

provide easy access to the polyethylene liners.  

Standard wood laminate finishes include Neutral, Sarum, Earthen, 

and Graphite (shown below). Optional Maple and Cherry finishes 

shown. Slight upcharge for wood laminate finishes.  

Available with 2, 3 and 4 openings. Optional canopy top can be 

used to hold packages when depositing trash or it can be used to 

hold trays.  

Steel tops in powder coated finishes.  Made in the USA.  

REFORM 

REFORM Description/
Capacity 

Length Depth Height 

PPP-RF24 2 top load  2/21 gal. 24” 20” 32” 

PPP-RF36 3 top load 3/21 gal. 36” 20” 32” 

PPP-RF48 4 top load 4/21 gal. 48” 20” 32” 
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Maple laminate finish 

Cherry laminate finish 

Optional canopy top. Use in café’s and 

breakfast bars to hold trays.  

Formica Earthen Formica Graphite Formica Neutral Formica Sarum 



A recycler designed as fine furniture.  

Indoor or outdoor use.  

Uses solid wood panels. No veneer.  

Choice of Lyptus, Jatoba, Cumaru or Ipe 

woods. All woods are sustainable.  

Optional resin, metallic and granite   

panels.  Bear Grass resin panels shown 

on right.  

This beautifully constructed recycler   

enhances the look of lobbies, offices,    

entrances, and meeting spaces.   

Moreover, if a panel gets damaged, it can 

be replaced, protecting your investment. 

Optional hidden casters are great for 

meeting spaces. Plastic liners included.  

Custom sizes available. Matching trash 

receptacles and planters.  

Marine Anodized Aluminum corner legs 

and Stainless Steel tops.  

Made in the USA. 

 AUDUBON  

Very solid framing. Amazing craftsmanship.  Easy opening hinged stainless steel lid. Bear grass resin panel version on right.  

AUDUBON Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

DSD-AUDIPE2 Top load 2/21 gal.  30.5” 16.75” 31” 

DSD-AUDIPE3 Top load 3/21 gal. (not shown) 44.25” 16.75” 31” 

DSD-AUDIPE4 Top load 4/21 gal. (not shown) 58” 16.75” 31” 
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VERSO 

Elegant and low profile. Offers a look that is equally comfortable in contemporary or traditional 

environments.  Easily sits flush to wall away from traffic patterns.  

Interior use only.  

The base comes in a wide array of powder coated finishes including Gloss Black (shown),     

Textured Black, Hammered Copper, Hammered Charcoal, Textured Brown and Gloss White.  

The top frames are available in powder coated Gold or Stainless Steel.  Legs available in Stainless 

Steel or Powder Coated Gold Stainless Steel. Decals color match the frames and legs.  

Includes beveled square opening for Trash and a Co-Mingle opening for your Recycling.  

Over 30% recycled steel content. 100% post consumer recyclable.  

Includes two rigid 18 gallon plastic liners.  

Made in the USA.  

VERSO Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

EK-2BLK-GLOSS-SS               Black 

Gloss model as seen above.  

Dual top load 2/18 gal. 28” 14” 33.5”  
Optional Stainless Steel signage 

allows you to customize messages.  

Minimums apply.  

8 
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VERSO 

Hammered Copper finish with Gold frames and Gold legs.  

Hammered Charcoal base with Stainless Steel frames and 

Stainless Steel legs.  

Gloss White finish with Stainless Steel frames and Stainless 

Steel legs.  

Gloss White with Gold top frames and Gold legs.  
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Beautiful, timeless design. Demonstrates your property’s green  

efforts with class and distinction.  



Optional above     

co-mingle recycling 

insert helps drive 

recycling          

compliance. 

METRO Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

EK-1HCPR Single top load 18 gal. 14” 14” 31” 

EK-2HCPR Dual top load 2/18 gal 28” 14” 31” 

EK-3HCPR Triple top log 3/18 gal. 42” 14” 31” 

EK-4HCPR Quad top load 4/18 gal. 56” 14” 31” 

Above 3 recycling  

inserts are standard 

w/ each unit.  

The Metro series has become the standard for numerous hotel properties.  It’s tapered, simple lines work in      

traditional to contemporary environments.  Being only 14” in depth this unit sits flush to the wall away from traffic 

patterns. Optional casters gives the Metro great mobility when reconfiguring meeting rooms.  

Designed for indoor use, the Metro is often found in lobbies, meeting spaces and cafes.  

 Constructed from powder coated steel or stainless steel. Hammered Copper (shown) is the standard powder 

coated finish. Other finishes available for a slight up charge. Sample chips available.  

 Each units comes with 3 recycling insert tops (Beveled Square, Paper Slot, and 4.5” round).   

 Decal pack included. (TRASH, WASTE, CANS/BOTTLES, PLASTIC, COMPOST, RECYCLE and PAPER).          

Includes rigid plastic liner (18 gallons).  Custom decals available.  

 Hidden rubber feet raise it slightly off the ground to allow air-flow to prevent mold/mildew growth.  

 30% recycled content with the powder coated steel units. 60% recycled content with the stainless steel     

versions. 100% post consumer recyclable.   Made in the USA.  

METRO 
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Shown above in Sandstone finish 



METRO LARGO 

The Largo is 5.5” taller and 4.5” deeper than the standard Metro.  Designed for interior use only.  

 Hammered Copper powder coated steel finish is standard with gold top frames 

 3 versions:  Trash only, Recycling only or Combo two opening Trash & Recycling.  

 Includes one 34 or two 17 gallon rigid plastic liners.  

 Four heavy duty feet on bottom of unit raise it slightly off the ground to allow air flow, prevent 
mold and mildew growth.  

 Includes decal pack:  Paper, Plastic, Glass, Cans/Bottles, Recyclables & Trash.  Front facing 
decal is applied at factory.  

 Optional casters provide convenient mobility.  

 Made in the USA.  

LARGO Description/Capacity Square Height 

EK-34TR Single top load 34 gal. 18.5” 36.5” 

EK-34R Co-Mingle top load 34 gal. 18.5” 36.5” 

EK-34Combo Combo Trash Recycler 2/17 gal. 18.5” 36.5” 

Decals included                                 

Each decal is 2.5” L x 1.5” H 

11 
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 Value priced. These units can be positioned as a 

modular group to form a “recycling center” or use      

standalone. Adapts to changing recycling and trash 

disposal requirements.   

 Indoor use only.  

 Constructed from powder coated steel. Standard 

textured colors: Ruby Red, Emerald Green, Royal 

Blue, and Classic Black.  Top has a Gray Silver Star  

finish. Other optional colors available.  

 For the 8 & 24 gallon units, 3 top openings are   

available: Square or Half Moon for Trash, Paper Slot, 

or 4.5” Round for Cans/Bottles.  

 For the 17 & 36 gallon units two top openings are 

available: Square for Trash or Co-Mingle opening for 

recycling.  

 Includes factory applied base decals.   

 Includes leak-proof rigid plastic liners.  

 30% recycled steel content. 100% post consumer 

recyclable. Made in the USA.  

PRISM  

Side mounted decals applied at factory.  

Configure and reconfigure as needed. When grouped 

together, the Prism looks like a seamless recycling center.  

PRISM Description/Capacity Length Height Depth 

EK-RCKDHR Half Round 8 gal. 18.5” 30” 7.87” 

EK-RCKDSQ Top load 24 gal.  15.75” 30” 15.75” 

EK-RCKD17 Top load 17 gal. 18.25” 35.5” 10” 

EK-RCKD36 Top load 36 gal. 18.25” 18.25” 35.5” 

Shown above in optional Textured Brown base and Silver 

Star tops.  
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ReSort Length Depth Height Gallons 

PPP-RS14 14”  20” 38” 21 

PPP-RS20 20”  20”  38” 30 

 For indoor or outdoor use.  

 Constructed from powder coated steel.  

 The ReSort series offers a modular solution for single or multi-stream recycling.  

 Can be used on a stand alone basis or grouped together to form a “recycling 

center.” 

 Hinged door provides easy access to the rigid plastic liners. This eliminates the 

requirement to lift heavy poly bags.  

 Colors include Bright White, Soft White (shown), Graphite, Aluminum Metallic 

and Taupe Metallic. Top, sides and back are one color. Door is a separate 

color.  

 Made in the USA.  

RE-SORT  

Shown in Soft White.  

Custom colors such as Ocean Mist above are 

available.  

13 
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Designed for indoor or outdoor use, the Geneva series 

offers amazing flexibility.  Indoor or outdoor use.  

Offering 27 powder coated steel color finishes, or select 

all aluminum (Satin Aluminum or Satin Brass           

Aluminum).  

You can even combine a  powder coated base and a 

Satin Brass or Satin Aluminum top for a two-tone look.  

Choice of top openings and silk screen messages.     

Half Round units have a total 16 gallon capacity.                    

Round units have a total 33 gallon capacity.   

Available with or without a galvanized steel liner. 

Round units available with 1, 2 or 3 openings.  

Special retainer system for poly bags. 

Made in the USA.  

GENEVA RECYCLERS 

Geneva 

Half Round 

Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

GLO-BC1899 Half Round  -  2 openings  14 gal 18”  9” 30” 

GLO-B1899 Half Round Bottles/Cans 14 gal. 18” 9” 30” 

GLO-M1899 Half Round Co-Mingle 14 gal. 18” 9” 30” 

GLO-W1899 Half Round Waste 14 gal. 18” 9” 30” 

The Geneva Half Rounds can fit where space is tight. Many properties have 

used these units in elevator bays, vestibules and smaller conference rooms.   

Available with single or double openings. Choice of silk screened messages.  

Geneva Rounds Description/Capacity Dia. Ht 

GLO-BC2032 Bottles/Cans 33 gal. 20” 31” 

GLO-PC2032 Paper/Cans 33 gal. 20” 31” 

GLO-MT2032 Co-Mingle/Waste 33 gal. 20” 31” 

29 Finishes powder coated finishes and 2 metallic finishes (Satin Aluminum and Satin Chrome) 

This two opening unit can 

have one side for recycling 

and the other side for trash.  

www.t2-sa.com 
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All Aluminum have 10% recycled 

content and are 100% recyclable.  

Steel units have 30% recycled  

content and are 100% recyclable.  



Designed for interior use. Four receptacle sizes. Many 

configuration options.   

Triad introduces flexible design to accommodate any 

workplace setting. Use stand alone or group together to 

create a recycling center.  

The stainless steel lids are laser cut with the identification 

of the waste stream (i.e., Plastic, Paper). Custom laser 

descriptions available.  

Many powder coated steel bases available. See color 

chart below.  

The unique design allows bags to remain firmly inside the 

container.  

Specify size, color, and waste stream type.  

100% post consumer recyclable.      

Made in the USA.  

TRIAD 

Triad Description/Capacity Ht. Triangular 

SF-LS9550 Base & Lid 15 Gallon 29” 19.5”  Three Equal Sided Triangle  

SF-LS9551  Base & Lid 17 Gallon 33” 19.5”  Three Equal Sided Triangle  

SF-LS9552 Base & Lid 19 Gallon 37” 19.5”  Three Equal Sided Triangle  

SF-LS9553 Base & Lid 21 Gallon 41” 19.5” Three Equal Sided Triangle  

GENEVA CANOPY 

Geneva Canopy  Description/Capacity Dia. Ht. 

GLO-H1201 Trash w/canopy top 12 gal. 12” 39” 

GLO-H1202 Trash w/funnel cigarette urn 12 gal. 12” 39” 

GLO-H1503 Waste canopy top with sand tray 11 gal. 15” 39” 

Keep your outdoor front entrances looking great with these super durable 

indoor/outdoor trash receptacles with canopy tops.  

The canopy top keeps rainwater from entering the receptacle. 

Optional funnel top ash urn hides ashes/butts or sand tray with side opening 

trash receptacle.  

Available in all Satin Aluminum, all Satin Brass Aluminum, or a powder coated 

steel base (27 colors) and a Satin Aluminum or Satin Brass top.  

Made in the USA.  Aluminum has 10 recycled content and steel 30%. All units 

are 100% recyclable.  

Larger capacity units available.  

Funnel top ash urn safely contains ashes/butts.  
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HEX BINS 

For indoor/outdoor use.  Use as standalone or grouped 

together as a recycling center. Open top or side     

opening available.  

Suitable for recycling (Paper, Cans, Glass, Plastic) and 

Trash.  

Base: Powder coated Steel in Aluminum Metallic or 

Brushed #304 Stainless Steel. Shown in Stainless Steel. 

Polyethylene liner included. 

Top: One piece Roto-Molded polyethylene in Graphite.  

100% recyclable. Top lifts off for easy access.   

For open top choose between round opening or “Slot” 

top. Two large rectangular openings for side opening 

models.  

Adjustable foot glides included.   

Resistant to UV, moisture, corrosion and temperature 

changes.  

Hex Bins Description/Capacity Lg Ht Dpt 

PPP-HEX1001 Hole top opening 12 gal. 16.75” 32” 15” 

PPP-HEX1003 Hole top opening 22 gal. 19.75” 32” 17.5” 

PPP-HEX1005 Hole top opening 37 gal. 27.75” 32” 25” 

PPP-HEX1007 Side opening 22 gal.  
w/ (2) 14½ W x 6½ H openings 

19.75” 17.5” 41.5” 

PPP-HEX1009 Side opening 37 gal.  
w/ (2) 27 ¾ x 7½ H openings 

27.75” 25” 42.5” 

PPP-HEX1009 

PPP-HEX1007 

PPP-HEX1005 PPP-HEX1003 PPP-HEX1001 

PPP-HEX1003 

PPP-HEX1001 
PPP-HEX1001 

Custom color tops available 

Recycling 1⅛” decals are molded into top 

Specify “Recycle” or “Trash.” 

www.t2-sa.com 
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TIMO ROUND 

Indoor or outdoor use.    

28 gallon for side opening or 35 gal for top opening.  

Includes wire retainer clip to hold the poly bags.       

Optional rigid plastic liner.  

Designed for high traffic, high use areas.  

Stainless Steel or Aluminum Metallic powder coated steel 

finish. 16g steel construction. With or without           

perforations.   

Available with or without recycling decals. 

60% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  

Great looks and functionality. Indoor or outdoor use.  

TIMO square has a unique “tip-out” access door for easy bag     

removal.  Place standalone or group together as a recycling 

center.     

TIMO Square can also be wall mounted for security and easy 

floor maintenance.  Liner is included.  Available in Stainless 

Steel or Aluminum Metallic powder coated steel .  60% recycled 

content.  100% recyclable.  30 gallon capacity. Extremely Heavy 

Duty for intensive use areas.  

Optional wall mounting for security and easier floor           

maintenance.  

Optional recycling decals and security mounting kits.  

Made in the USA.  

TIMO SQUARE 

Timo Square Description/Capacity Lg. Dpt. Ht. 

PPP-TMS2038 Tip out Front door opening 30 gal. 
Receptacle opening is 20” W x 7.5” H.  

20” 20” 38” 

3 Timo Square units shown wall mounted 

Timo Round Description/Capacity Dia. Ht. 

PPP-TMR2040T Top load  - 10” opening  -   35 gal. capacity 20” 40” 

PPP-TMR2040S Side load — (2) 14¼ W x 5” H openings  -   28 gal. capacity 20” 40” 
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Stainless Steel  

Aluminum Metallic finish 



SILVERSTREAK 

STREAMLINE 

Streamline Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

SF-9931SS Aluminum 2/15 gal. Includes decals 17.5” 32.5” 

WT-AL18CLR Aluminum Clear or Silver Vein 

24 gal. With or without recycling decal.  

15” 30.5” 

WT-AL33CLR Aluminum Clear or Silver Vein 35 gal. 18” 32” 

High Capacity, heavy-duty brushed #304 stainless steel  

recycling & trash receptacles for indoor or outdoor use. 

Side opening trash receptacle has two 6” H x 11” W openings. 

Top opening trash receptacle has a 9” diameter top opening.  

Recycling units have a 3.5” diameter top opening.  

Includes bag stabilizers that securely hold the poly bag in place 

and out of sight. See photo below.  

Uses standard 20 & 39 gallon poly bags.  

100% post consumer recyclable. Made in the USA.  

Silver Streak Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

CL-39TL Top load 39 gal. Trash.  20” 33” 

CL-39SL Side load 39 gal. Trash.  20” 42” 

CL-20TL Top load 20 gal. Trash or Recycling.  16” 28.7” 

Adds a clean modern look to your facility.                             

Constructed from Heavy Gauge Aluminum.  Corrosion-

resistant and fire safe. 

Trash Model Available in Clear coat or Silver Vein which has 

a speckled finish that is highly scratch resistant.  Choose from 

two sizes. 

Two-piece design creates an overlap area that eliminates the  

visibility of poly bags. 

Single opening WT Recycler available in 18 gallon size only 

in Aluminum finish.  

WT series units are made in the USA.  

30% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  
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ELAN 

REMIX 

The ReMix offers a low profile design. Only 14’ deep. Great in slim hallways, 
conference rooms, break rooms and lobbies.  Indoor use only.  

 Frame constructed from Steel with a polyurethane finish.  

Sides: Aluminum face with polyethylene core. White, Silver or Dark Bronze side 
finishes.  

Top: MDF (Formaldehyde free) polyurethane finish. 

Door with “live” hinge key and lock. 4 opening configurations.  

Plastic Bag retainer included. Labels identifying waste streams are included.  

Made in the USA.  

ReMix Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

PPP-Remix Duo Top load. 2 openings. 12 gallon    

capacity per opening.  

38” 11” 30” 

Élan Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

BS-FBElan2SS Top load recycler2/21 gal. 33.5” 17.75” 31” 

BS-FBElan3SS Top load recycler 3/21 gal. 45” 17.75” 31” 

TILT 

The Élan. Contemporary curves.  An exceptional recycling &  trash    

receptacle.   Interior use only.  

The Élan double is available in Stainless Steel with powder coated top 

black frames. The Élan single is available in a Stainless Steel or Powder 

Coated Black base with black top frames.  Triple opening units available.  

Clearly marked openings guide the user to recycle different waste 

streams into the right compartment.  

Hinged lid and pivoted frame to hold the poly bags securely. The double 

lid is support by gas shocks for safe handling by staff.  

Self extinguishing design. The shape of the lid directs the combustion 

gases, cuts off the oxygen supply and extinguishes the fire.  

Made in Finland.  

www.t2-sa.com 

Clearly marked openings 
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The Tilt. Beautiful, clean, contemporary lines. Available with top or 

side openings.   Indoor or outdoor use.  

Roto-Molded polyethylene tops with graphite finish.  Bases     

available in Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Steel with an     

Aluminum Metallic finish.   

Wire frame retainer band to hold poly bags. Optional rigid plastic 

liner.  

Side opening:  14.5” W x 5” H. Top opening: 10” diameter.  

Made in the USA.  

Tilt Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

PPP-TILT2034T Top opening Steel trash. 35 gal. 20” 43” 

PPP-TILT2047S Side Opening Steel trash 28 gal. 20” 47” 



The Smiley and Café recyclers are designed for indoor use. Stainless Steel 
construction. 60% recycled steel. 100% post consumer recyclable. 

Café single opening has an 18 gallon capacity.  

3 stream “Smiley”  is designed for recycling only with 3 openings. Paper 
slot, Cans, and Plastic. Includes three 4.5 gallon liners.  

 Made in the USA.  

Stainless Steel body.  Optional protective coated base.  Indoor or outdoor use.  

Also available in recycle blue or black.  

Wide range of plastic tops (on right). Anchor kit and lid cable included.  

Includes recycling decals to affix to lids. Ships with standard recycling logo on 
base. 35 & 55  gallon units include a laser cut recycling logo.  20 gallon unit 
has a recycle decal.  

35 & 55 gallon units available as single or dual opening.  

Can be custom laser cut with your logo. Anchor kits and lid cables available.  

Made in the USA.  

A variety of tops 

with the Madison.   

SKYLINE 

High Capacity, heavy-duty perforated stainless steel Trash and Recycling 

receptacles for indoor and outdoor use.   

Contains over 60% recycled steel, 100% post consumer recyclable. 

Flat Top. Laser cut wording and graphics.  

33 gal. rigid plastic liner with lift holes.  

Full wrap around rubber gasket on bottom to protect both the unit & 

floor surfaces.  

Made in the USA.  

Skyline Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

EK-VCT33SS Perforated stainless steel trash 33 gal. 18” 32” 

EK-VCR33SS Perforated stainless steel recycler. 33 gal. 18” 32” 

Model  # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

EK-RC1528SS SMILEY Top load. Three 4.5 gal. liners 15” 28” 

EK-RC1531D6SS CAFÉ  Top load 18 gal. single stream recycler 15” 31” 

SMILEY 

CAFE 

Madison Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

WT-SC2001SS Stainless steel 20 gal.  15.5” 31.5” 

WT-SC3502SS Stainless steel 35 gal. 18.5” 33.75” 

WT-SC5501SS Stainless steel 55 gal. 23.5” 40” 

MADISON 

www.t2-sa.com 
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Stainless Steel strikes a perfect balance between durability and beauty.  Use the larger units in lobbies, meeting spaces, cafes and elevator 

bays.  The smaller perforated trash/recycling wastebasket is great for guest rooms.  

For indoor use only, this collection is constructed from  heavy-gauge 304 grade steel.  Fire and corrosion resistant.  The rubber base    

protects the floors and keeps the unit in place.  

The material also provides a hygienic surface which is easy to clean and has no pores to harbor dirt or bacteria.  Constructed from       

25% recycled steel. 100% recyclable. Made in China.  

Model # Description/Capacity Dia. Lg Dpt. Ht. 

CZ-780929     Half Round 8 gal.   - 13.5” 6.75” 26” 

SF-9931SS Aluminum open top 2/15 gal. 17.5”   32.5” 

CZ-780729-15 
CZ-781429-25 
CZ-781829OT 

Swivel top 15 gal. 
Swivel top 25 gal. 
Open top  25 gal. 

13.5” 
15.5” 
15.5” 

- 

- 

- 

- 

31”   
34”   
34” 

CZ-745829 Precise 2 stream recycling bin.  
Includes two 10 gallon liners.  

13.5” - - 31” 

CZ-780829 Rectangular w/door.    13.5” gal. - 15” 9” 29.5” 

CZ-780129 
CZ-780329 

Reflection Mini 7 gal. 
Reflection 15 gal. 

9”   
15.75” 

            
- 

           
- 

24”   
30” 

CZ-780931 

 

                      
CZ-781029 

Perforated. Moda guest room 
recycler.  Includes 2 half round 
1.6 gal liners & decal set.  

Smooth Moda guest room     
recycler. Includes 2 half round 
1.6 gal liners and decal set.  

10” 

 

 10” 

- 

 

- 

- 

 

- 

12.75” 

 

12.75” 

STAINLESS STEEL INDOORS 
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SAN MATEO 

The San Mateo recycling receptacle. Organic looking and nature   

inspired.  

Constructed from fiberglass, this unit will not rust or corrode.  Works 

out great in salt water environments. UV and scratch resistant.  

Its indoor/outdoor flexibility allows for one coordinated look among 

the receptacles and planters.   

The San Mateo’s exceptional durability allows the unit to be placed in 

both indoor and outdoor areas. Matching planters complete the look.   

Two openings for trash and recycling. Can be modified with one    

opening. Includes split rigid plastic liner.  

Wavy design hides dirt.  Over 50 colors/finishes.  

Made in the USA.  25% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

San Mateo Description/Capacity Lg. Dpt. Ht. 

AF-1MAU2736 2 stream recycler. 32” 16” 31” 

22 

Aventura Bronze Satin finish 

Black Satin finish 

Silver Satin finish Carry through the San Mateo look across your indoor and outdoor public spaces. Custom sizes available.  



ROYALTON 
Timeless tapered round design is equally at home in traditional or            

contemporary environments.  

Fiberglass construction works out beautifully indoors or outdoors.  

No worries about rust, corrosion, discoloration or invasive salt air.  

Over 50 colors/finishes.  Custom colors available.  

Available as a 9, 27 or 32 gallon trash receptacle.  

Two opening trash/recycling units available with 27 or 32 gallon receptacles. 

Integrated split rigid plastic liner included.   

Matching planters for an integrated indoor and outdoor ensemble.  

Wide choice of factory applied decals.  

25% recycled content. 100% recyclable. Made in the USA.  

Royalton Description/Capacity Dia.  Ht. 

AF-11RAL1230R Single opening trash or recycling bin.   
9 gallon capacity.  

12” 30” 

AF-11RAL2133R Single or dual openings. 2/12 gallon 
liners or one 24 gallon liner.  

21.5” 33” 

AF-11RAL2634R Single or dual openings. 2/17 gallon or 
one 34 gallon liner.  

26” 34” 

Matching planters complete the look. 15 sizes from 12” dia x 10” H  

to 30” dia x 42” H.  Available with and without drain holes. 

Matching saucer option.   

Color coordinate with same or different color.  

50 colors/finishes.  

www.t2-sa.com 
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St. Croix Description Lt Dpt Ht 

AF-11STL391831R Rectangular 2 or 3 stream recycler  59” 18”  31” 

AF-11STL-261831R Rectangular 2 stream recycler  26” 18” 31” 

AF-11STL-2030R Square 2 stream recycler  20” 20” 30” 

AF-11STL-1230R Square single stream recycler  12” 12” 30” 

AF-11STL-2631R Square 1 or 2  stream recycler 26” 26” 31” 

Classic tapered design works in contemporary or traditional environments.   

The variety of St. Croix sizes can be configured in 1, 2 or 3 opening receptacles.  

Matching planters provide a refined coordinated look.   

Single opening units can be designated as trash or recycling only receptacles. 

Optional ash ring on the square 11STL-2631R.  

Designed for interiors or exteriors, the St. Croix’s fiberglass will not rust,      

corrode, or discolor. Holds up great to the salt air. UV and scratch resistant.  

The interior/exterior flexibility allows you to extend your interior design       

statement to your exteriors.  

Over 50 colors/finishes.  Custom colors available.  

Matching planters can complete the look.  

Factory applied decals with a range of messages.  

25% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  Made in the USA.  

ST. CROIX 
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Matching planters  - 5 sizes 

AF-11STL2030R 

AF-11STL261831R 

AF-11STL2631R 

AF-11STL1230R 



MESA 
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LAGUNA 

Laguna Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

AF-7CA321631 Fiberglass 2 stream recycler 32” 16” 31” 

Modest and discrete, the Laguna can sit flush to a wall, away from 

traffic patterns.  

For indoor or outdoor use, the Laguna series has a rectangular shape 

with elegant rounded corners.  

It fits seamlessly in both contemporary and classic environments.   

It’s fiberglass construction will not rust, corrode or discolor. Holds up 

great in salt air environments.  

Use in lobbies, meeting spaces, vestibules and outdoor entrances.  

This two opening bin has an 8” diameter round opening for trash and 

a co-mingle opening for recycling.  Includes two rigid plastic liners. 

Top sits flush to base.   

Over 50 colors/finishes. Shown in Satin Black and Aventura Bronze 

Satin. Custom finishes available.  Matching Planters available.  

Made in the USA.  25% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

The Mesa Half Round trash/recycling bin saves space.  

Use around elevator bays, smaller conference facilities, vestibules and 

other spaces where space is at a premium.  

Constructed from fiberglass, these units will not rust, corrode or   

discolor. Can be used in interiors or exteriors.  

Available with a single opening as well.  Includes split rigid plastic 

liner.  

Over 50 colors/finishes. Color coordinated planters can complete the 

look. 25% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  

Mesa Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

AF-1PH2432R Half Round 2 stream recycler. 

20 gallon total capacity. 10 

gallons/side.  

22.5” 11” 32” 



Looking for superior quality fiberglass recycling receptacles that are resistant to the 

rough elements of man and nature?   You can count on the Echelon series.       

Designed for heavy use environments.  Fine detailing.  

Available in high gloss, speckled, smooth aggregate, and exposed aggregate (highly 

weather resistant).   

Many top configurations available.  

Optional fiberglass internal liners.  Made in Canada.  

ECHELON SERIES 

ECO-EDGE 

Eco-Edge Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

AF-11RP121631 Single top opening bottles/
cans 11 gal. 

12” 16” 31” 

AF-11RP241631 2 stream choose configuration 
2/11 gal. 

24” 16” 31” 

AF-11RP361631 3 stream choose configuration 
3/11 gal. 

26” 16” 31” 

AF-11RP481631 4 stream 4/11 gal 48” 16” 31” 

Model  # Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

PPP-LS1039 4 stream 4/23 gal. 48” 16” 32” 

PPP-LS1037 3 stream 3/23 gal. 36” 16” 32” 

PPP-LS1035S 2 stream 2/16 gal.  24” 16” 32” 

LS1039 

LS1037 

LS1035S 

This fiberglass series has rounded edges and a rounded top. 

Some users prefer a rounded top to deter people from placing 

packages on the receptacles.  

Choice of openings and lettering.  

You can even configure different gallon capacities.  

For indoor use.  

Over 50 colors/finishes. Custom finishes available.  

25% recycled content.  100% recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  
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TRIA 

LISBON 

Tria, a masterpiece of fine design and function.  Beautifully detailed.  Constructed from 

fiberglass, this unit will not rust or corrode and stands up to harsh salt air.  

For indoor or outdoor use. Matching planters to create a great looking ensemble.  

Top lifts off for access to trash. Optional recycling decals. Metallic and non-metallic   

finishes available.   

Includes retainer brackets to hold the poly bag securely in place.  

Made in Canada.  

3 planter sizes to create your special look.  

Complements the design Tria trash        

receptacles.  

Lisbon Gallon Capacity Dia Ht 

JS-69120.14 12.0 14”  25” 

JS-69120.18 15.5 18” 32” 

JS-69120.24 27.5 24” 36” 

JS-69120.24/42 55.0 24” 42” 

Timeless cylindrical design. Fiberglass      

construction. No worries about rust, corrosion 

or harsh salt air. Use indoors or out.  

3 sizes. Gives you the flexibility to have one        

receptacle for trash, another for cans/bottles 

and the third for paper.  

Includes rigid plastic liners.  

Matching planters.  

Made in the USA.  

Matching planters to create a 

cohesive ensemble.  
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Tria Gallon  Capacity Dia Ht 

PPP-TRB2438 20 24”  34” 



Models Gal Capacity Dia Ht 

Guggenheim 30 24” 36” 

Cleo 32 29” 32” 

Banyan 31 31” 32” 

DiMilo 30 24” 36” 

Contempo 35 32” 32” 

Hampstead 36 32” 36” 

FIBERGLASS 

OTHER AMAZING SHAPES 

Guggenheim 

Cleo 

Banyan 

DiMilo 

Contempo 

Hampstead 

Fiberglass offers you the widest variety of shapes and finishes.  It is also the  

easiest to customize to your unique requirements.  

Fiberglass is also great for both indoor and outdoor applications. This would allow 

you to continue the same look you have outdoors into the indoor public spaces. 

(if you so require).  

Matching planters are available with most units.  

You may find that you can tie in various fiberglass receptacles by offering the 

same shape unit with different colors or have different shaped units all in the 

same color.  We can also provide an optional ash ring on most of the units. 

Sample chips are available. Made in the USA. 25% recycled content.             

100% recyclable.  

We have even more fiberglass styles  

available. Just ask.  We’d be pleased to 

send you images.  
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Models Gal Capacity Dia Ht 

Royalton 9 

27  

32 

16” 

21.5” 

26.5”  

24” 

33” 

33.25” 

San Rafael 8 

32 

36 

12” 

20” 

24” 

30” 

32” 

36” 

Kent Station 32 27” 30” 

Tibet 25 23” 37” 

Mondrian 32 24” 36” 

Coral 32 18” 

27” 

20” 

36” 

FIBERGLASS 

Royalton 

San Rafael 

Coral 

Tibet 

Mondrian 

Kent Station 

We offer a huge array of other fiberglass styles. 

Contact us at 847-579-9003 or info@t2-sa.com.  
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Not the glossy fiberglass you typically 

see in airports.  

Ours series offers a wide range of 

styles, textures, and colors.  

Sample chips available.  

All are made in the USA.  



ROCHESTER 

The Rochester collection features arms and legs that boldly wrap around the 

receptacle. Choose a Faux-Wood finish for a textural contrast, or accentuate 

with different colors of Powder Coating.  Truly, an artful approach to         

contemporary design & functionality.  

Very durable for indoor/outdoor use.  

Matching planters and benches available.  

Receptacle includes a liner & side opening door for easy access.  

Powder coated aluminum construction.  Optional recycling decals.  

Wide array of color/finish options.  4 faux wood finishes.  

The look of wood without the maintenance or worries about fading.   

For indoor or outdoor use.  

The Providence series is constructed from powder coated Aluminum. The faux 

teak wood grain is hand applied.  

You’ll do a double take when you see these magnificent receptacles.  

The Providence can be free-standing or surface mounted. Mounting hardware not 

included. 

Wide variety of color options. Four faux wood finishes.  Optional recycling decals.  

PROVIDENCE 

Rochester Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

USC-RO3F32C Cast Aluminum 39 gal. 29.375” 24.625” 38.875” 

Providence Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

USC-YO3F32C Cast Aluminum 32 gal. 27.25” 26.25” 35” 

Coordinate the look with matching receptacles, benches & planters.  

Matching benches and planters completes the look.  
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What a great look for a trash receptacle.  

Available as open top,  bonnet top or bonnet top with ash urn. Extremely 

durable for the great  outdoors or great design element for interiors.  

The lid material is 18 Gauge spun steel.  The bases are Aluminum casting.  

4 faux wood finish options and a wide range of powder coated  choices.  

30 gallon capacity. Optional recycling decals.  

SPIRE 

Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

A) USC-TA3B32P Receptacle w/ bonnet lid. Faux wood. Wide slats.  27” 47.5”  

B) USC-TA3F3GP Receptacle w/ flat top. Powder coat. Wide slats.  27” 33” 

C) USC-TA3F33P Receptacle w/ flat top. Powder coat. Narrow slats.  27” 33” 

A 

C 

Bonnet Lid Bonnet Lid with Ash Urn 

B 

The Spire ensemble.  A great look for front entrances.  

14 powder coated colors and 4 faux wood finishes.  

These  finishes are available on the Rochester and 

Providence collections found on the previous page.  

www.t2-sa.com 



Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

A) USC-TI3F33P  Classic Receptacle Bonnet lid. 30 gal. liner.  27” 40.5” 

B) USC-TE3F34P  Glenview Receptacle  32 gal. liner.  26.25” 33” 

C) USC-TM3B41C  Georgetown Receptacle 30 gal. liner.  19.5” 46” 

A 

C 

The Classic. A timeless look. Available with a side door opening for easy access for emptying the 
trash.  Bonnet or Bonnet ash lid available.  Powder coated aluminum. 

 Designed for the harshest environments. Four faux wood finishes or 14 powder coated finishes.  

GEORGETOWN 

GLENVIEW 

CLASSIC 

The Glenview is one great looking contemporary trash 

receptacle. Strong vertical lines.  

Optional dome, recycle lids and recycling decals.  

Powder coated aluminum construction to withstand 

the harshest climates.   Matching planters available.  

The Georgetown offers a contemporary “urban” look. Side door for easy access. Side 

opening keeps the rain out. Powder coated aluminum. Optional recycling decals.  

Available with bonnet canopy tops. (with and without 

ash urns). The canopy helps prevent rain/snow from    

entering the receptacle.  

Optional recycling decals.  

Matching planters.  

Matching bench and planters available with 

the Glenview series.  

www.t2-sa.com 
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Sophisticated with a touch of old world elegance.  

The Brockton series comes with your choice of a Solid Dome Top, Ash Dome Top, Flat 

Top or Recycle Bonnet Top.  Designed for outdoor use.  

A side opening door and a rigid plastic liner are standard with this receptacle.       

The Brockton ensemble with the planter & bench is an inviting look. Many aluminum 

powder coated finishes available.  

Available in four hand applied “faux wood” finishes.  Optional recycling decals.  

Model # Description/Capacity Dia. Ht 

A) USC-BS3S32P 
    Brockton  

Receptacle with Recycler lid 
and 32 gal. liner 

24.75”  49.25”  

B) USC-WO3F32P 
     Winston 

Faux wood receptacle w/ 18 
gauge steel lid.  32 gal. liner.  

24.125” 34.5” 

C) USC-TE3S1P 
     Drummond 

Perforated receptacle w/ 
Recycler lid.  32 gal. liner.  

26.25” 46.25” 

BROCKTON 

A 

B 

C 

DRUMMOND 
WINSTON 

The Winston. Clean vertical lines without embellishments.  

Available in 4 faux wood or 14 powder coated   colors.   

Aluminum construction.  Heavy duty for outdoor use.  

Lid options include Flat-top, Bonnet, Ash Bonnet. 

The Drummond offers contemporary spin well suited to many properties.  

Superior construction for outdoor use.  

The cans/bottles recycle unit can be matched with trash only receptacle. 

Flat-top, Dome or Ash Dome lids available. Optional recycling decals.   

Coordinate with matching benches and planters.  

The Brockton ensemble includes the receptacle, planter 

and bench.  

The Winston shown in powder 

in powder coated black.    

Matching planters & benches.  
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Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht Lgt Dpt 

A) EK-SCTP40 

City Streets 

Vertical steel slats. 45 gal. 23” 33” - - 

B) WT-COV40 

Copley Plaza 

Laser cut panels. 40 gal. 24” 42.625” - - 

C) ANV-LEX45  

Contour 

Horizontal slats. 45 gal. - 44” 30” 24” 

City Streets.   Simple vertical lines are equally at home 

in traditional or contemporary environments.  

For outdoor use. This series is constructed from powder 

coated steel. Includes ergonomic side opening door with 

a self locking feature. 45 gallon liner provided.  

Available with a protective canopy. Available in Black, 

Coffee or Hunter Green. 30% recycled content. 100% 

recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  

The Contour trash receptacle has a convenient side door that eliminates 

the need for overhead lifting.  For outdoor use.  

Heavy duty powder coated steel panel construction.  Fade resistant 

coating is designed prevent rust.  

Side opening door with hidden stainless steel lock.  

Predrilled holes for easy surface mounting 

Includes top, reusable plastic liner and adjustable rubber feet.  

Made in the USA.  

CONTOUR 

COPLEY SQUARE 

CITY STREETS 

C 

Copley Square receptacle has laser cut panels.          

Constructed from powder coated steel.  Cable keeps lid 

secured to base.  For outdoor use.  

Available in 15 colors. Five available tops, including a rain 

canopy.  75% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  

A 
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LINEAR 

Model # Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

EK-RGU3645 Heavy Duty Outdoor recycler 2/45 gallon liners 48.5” 23.5” 52” 

Require a large capacity two opening trash & recycling receptacle?  

Then look no further. The Linear series has arrived.  

The sleek canopy and side opening versions provides protection from the elements.  

Constructed from powder coated steel.  

Features beveled square openings.  13" with Black trim for Trash and 8" for Recycling. 

Blue trim around square as visual cue for recycling.   

Units come standard with a keyed locking mechanism to prevent unauthorized access.  

Includes two 45 gallon capacity liners.  

The liner base resin meets UL94 Flammability Standard.                                           

Color combinations include: 

 Sandstone body with Hammered Copper trim. (Shown above) 

 Recycle Blue body with Hammered Gray trim.  

 Malachite Green body with Sepia trim.  

 Graphite Gray body with Hammered Gray trim.  

Pre-applied easy-to-read white graphics for designated waste streams. Custom logos are 

available (additional charges may apply).  

Contains over 30% recycled material.  100% post-consumer recyclable.  

 Made in the USA. 

Large Capacity Outdoor Series 

Easy opening side doors for removing trash.  
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Model # Description/Capacity Dia Lg Dpt Ht 

A) ANV-L1382BT 
Hampshire Triple 

Triple recycler with bonnet top 69 gal. - 49.625” 28.25” 31.5” 

B) ANV-L1381 
Hampshire 2 stream 

Dual recycler  2/16 gal. 28.25” - - 32.125” 

C) ANV-L1377H 
Hampshire Half Round 

Half Round can be wall mounted 16 gal. - 28.25” 14.25” 31.5” 

D) ANV-L1378BT 
Hampshire w/ rain bonnet 

Top load outdoor trash w/rain bonnet 
32 gal.  Comes in larger capacities 

28.5” - - 40.125” 

E) ANV-L1535 
Houghton Trash 

Top load waste receptacle. 40 gal. 24” - - 34.25” 

The Hampshire triple recycling receptacle with optional bonnet top offers classic 
details and timeless design with unmatched durability.  

Plastisol coated steel slats provide uncompromising strength without sacrificing 
good looks.  

The premium Hampshire is protected with the exclusive multi-stage Fusion  
Advantage™ process which provides unmatched rust protection.  

Thick plastisol over steel means this receptacle feels cool and comfortable to the 
touch even in the hot sun.  

The exclusive, patented TopCoat™ powder coating process provides a richly 
tinted, high-gloss finish that encapsulates and surrounds the plastisol and     
protects it from cracking, fading, mold and mildew. 

Powder coated top and bonnet is shielded by Fusion Guard® for extreme rust 
protection. 70% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

Made in the USA.  

 

A 

B 

C 

E 

HAMPSHIRE 

HOUGHTON 

D 

Complete the look with the matching benches.  

36 
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The Houghton Waste Receptacle offers 
modern high capacity.  

40 gallon plastisol coating.  

Fade resistant powder coated steel slats & 
decorative banding at the top works well in 
all decors.  

Includes  plastic liner. Ask about our     
coordinating benches.     

70% recycled content.  

100% recyclable. Made in the USA.                                                                                                                                         



Coventry Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

A) ANV-L1439 40 gal. 24.3” 34” 

B) ANV-L2040 French Door covered 40 gal.  25” 43” 

B) ANV-L2055A 55 gal. 28.75” 45.75” 

Mayweather Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

ANV-L2007 Ash/Trash Outdoors 40 gal. 24” 43.375” 

ANV-L2008  Open top outdoor 16 gal. 16.625” 27.125” 

COVENTRY 

MAYWEATHER 

Straight lines, crisp angles and comfortable design make the          

Mayweather Collection the ideal solution for your modern space.  

This collection features contour or flat bench styles in a variety of 

lengths. Receptacles are available in 16, 40, and 50-gal. capacities. 

Powder coated steel construction.  70% recycled content. 100% 

recyclable. Made in the USA.  

Choose Coventry for clean lines, modern finishing, 

and ergonomic comfort. This collection pairs well with 

several bench options, large capacity receptacles,  

and fresh table designs to complement any site. 

Powder coated steel. 70 recycled content. 100%   

recyclable. Made in the USA.   

New “French Doors” for easy ergonomic removal of trash.  
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Looking for an upscale stainless steel receptacle for the      

exteriors? 

Look no further than the Sienna Covered Dome Top series.  

This great looking unit features a locking side door for easy 

emptying of the trash. Just open the door and pull out the 

galvanized liner. Empty the trash and you’re done.  

The Sienna comes in 20 and 40 gallon capacities.  

Great for indoor and outdoor use.   

Constructed of heavy-gauge stainless steel for long term use.  

It has a built in storage area for trash bags and offers easy 

maintenance.  Galvanized liner has handles and grab clips to 

securely hold the poly bag.  

Hardware for mounting is included. 25% recycled content. 

100% post consumer recyclable.  

SIENNA 

REVEAL The Reveal series offers a winning combination 

of  heavy duty # 304 Stainless Steel and black 

powder coated steel.  

The result….a great looking receptacle for indoor 

or outdoor use.   

Choice of open top or canopy top.  

Attractive planter complements for a cohesive 

look. 

Waste container has a 7” top opening and the 

canopy lid has a 9” opening.  

25% recycled steel content. 100% recyclable.  

Reveal Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

CZ-727543 
REVEAL 

Slat Base design w/stainless steel 
accents 25 gal. 

18.25” 35” 

CZ-72774399 
REVEAL w/Canopy 

Canopy top w/ Slat Base design & 
stainless steel accents 25 gal. 

18.25” 43” 

Sienna Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

CZ-781851 SIENNA Side opening 40 gal. 27.5” 18” 45” 

CZ-781850  SIENNA Side opening 20 gal. 21” 15.5” 43” 
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The Aspen open top waste receptacle are built with the same heavy duty construction as the Breckenridge.     

Rigid plastic liner included.                                                       

Powder coated steel construction. Hidden joint welds & flat rings further enhance its looks.  

Matching planters and benches.  Made in the USA.  100% recyclable.  

The Breckenridge has the familiar vertical steel slat design. Available with a plain or ash urn   

canopy.   This unit features a side opening for easy waste removal and comes standard with a 

rigid plastic liner.                                                                                                                                                 

The Breckenridge uses a heavier gauge steel than what is typically found in many outdoor trash 

receptacles. This heavy duty constructions means a container less prone to dents.                

Matching planters & benches available. Made in the USA. 100% recyclable.  

Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

PMF-5100125  -  ASPEN 32 gal. 25” 40.5” 

PMF-5100076  -  BRECKENRIDGE With Ash Bonnet top 32 gal. 31” 50” 

PMF-5100101  -  SPENCER 36 gal. 25” 40.25” 

WT-SAW40PFTSV  -  SWITCHGRASS 49 gal. 24” 42.625” 

The laser cut grass look on the Switchgrass gives your property the mark of individuality.  

Designed for exteriors.  Available in Green, Silver & Brown.  Includes rigid plastic liner.  

Hardwearing TGIC powder-coated finish. Leveling feet, anchor kit & lid cable provided at no extra cost.  

Optional protective coated base available. Constructed from 70% recycled metal. 100% post consumer 

recyclable.  Made in the USA.  

ASPEN 

BRECKENRIDGE 

SPENCER 

SWITCHGRASS 

The Spenser look has been described as prairie, arts & crafts and 

art deco. However, you describe it, this is one classy trash     

receptacle.  

Using the same extreme heavy duty powder coated steel       

construction as the Breckenridge and Aspen, you will be very 

impressed with its durability. Matching planters and benches 

complete the look. Made in the USA. 100% recyclable.  

www.t2-sa.com 
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Model # Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

RC-TR1923  -  SPARTA 32 gal. 23.5” 23.5” 49” 

WT-M3601SQBK  -  SIERRA SQUARE 36 gal. 28” 28”  33” 

RC-TR1925  -  SALEM 32 gal. 24.75” 24.75” 50” 

RC-TR1035  -  CITY SLEEK 32 gal. 24.75” 24.75” 50” 

RC-TR1937  -  BLUE RIDGE 30 gal. 24” 24” 33” 

RC-TR1920  -  RALEIGH 32 gal. 24” 24” 48” 

SALEM 

CITY SLEEK 

SPARTA SIERRA SQUARE 

BLUE RIDGE RALEIGH 

Our collections continue to grow and evolve.  

The above units are constructed from Powder Coated Steel 
with inner liners. All are built for outdoor use. 

SPARTA  Shown in Black Pearl.  

SIERRA SQUARE Flat top inner liner included Shown in Black 

SALEM Shown in Silver Vein 

CITY SLEEK Shown in Speckled Suede 

BLUE RIDGE  Shown in Poly Silver Vein 

RALEIGH Shown in White  
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Model # Dia Lg Dpt Ht Description/Capacity 

ARP-FGG   - 28” 28” 30” Genesis/ 22 gal. 

ARP-LEGURNTRSH   30” - - 30” Legacy Urn / 22 gal. 

ARP-FGLEGACYTRSH   24” - - 36” Legacy Tall / 22 gal. 

ARP-FGCUBETRSH   - 24” 24” 36” Cubix / 22 gal. 

ARP-FGTRSH 
ARP-FGFRTRASH 
ARP-FGFRSQTRASH 

26” 
29½” 
28½” 

- - 33” 
35” 
33” 

Fresco Series 22 gal. 

Glass Reinforced Fiberglass 

 (GFRC) Receptacles 

Receptacles constructed from concrete are very heavy. Once in 

place, they tend to stay put. However, many properties are still 

looking for a product with some “heft” but not the weight of 

concrete. The answer is fiberglass reinforced concrete or GFRC 

for short.  

The above products constructed from GFRC are about 1/3 the 

weight of  concrete. In short, a 200 pound GFRC receptacle 

would weigh about 600 pounds if constructed from concrete.  

GFRC also has a smoother finish than concrete.  

Available in a range of finishes & styles. Matching planters   

available.  

All of the products you see above are made in the USA.  

GENESIS SQUARE LEGACY URN LEGACY TALL 

CUBIX FRESCO SERIES 
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Terra Stone  Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

CZ-722120  -  Terra Stone Square 30 gal. 19” 33” 

CZ-722119  -  Terra Stone Round 50 gal. 25.5” 33.25” 

CZ-724120  -  Terra Stone Planter Tall Planter 19” 33” 

CZ-724020  -  Terra Stone Planter Short Planter 19” 18” 

Terra Stone. The beauty and durability of real stone is enhanced by a unique satin 

finish process that makes the Terra Stone easy to clean and maintain.   

Beautifully suited for indoor or outdoor use.  

Unlike other stone products, Terra Stone resists staining and discoloration for a 

lifetime of beauty.  The Terra Stone polymer concrete is reinforced with fiberglass 

for a long service life. 

Three finishes Pepperstone, Riverstone and Sedona.  

Complete the look with the matching planters.  

TERRA STONE SQUARE 

Shown above in Pepperstone, Riverstone and Sedona 
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Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht Lg Dph 

A) PMF-5000712  -  AURORA Round Shown in Dove Grey.  700 lbs. 22 gal. 31” 36” - - 

B) PMF-5000824-TCRSW2736 Shown in Terracotta. 275 lbs. 36  gal. 27” 36” - - 

C) PMF-5000706  -  SEDONA Shown in Lite Brown. 420 lbs. 36 gal. 26” 32” - - 

D) PMF-5000709-TCRMP30A Shown in exposed lite brown       
aggregate. 420 lbs.  

24” - - 36.75” 

E) PMF-5000713  -  Colonial Shown in Lite Brown. 645 lbs.  26.125” - - 32.625” 

F) PMF-5000733-TCVT Shown in Lite Brown. 570 lbs. 22 gal. - 24” 24” 36” 

G) PMF-5000261-TCSAUR Shown in Dove Grey. 550 lbs.  - 33” 33” 36” 

Pre Cast Concrete.   When you want to put it in place and forget about it. 

These units are heavy. Many properties have used these receptacle as security bollards.      

Also makes sense in very high wind environments or where you are concerned about theft.  

Matching planter & cigarette urns are available on most models.  

Many colors/finishes. Sample chips available.  

Made in the USA.  

A B C 

D 
E 

F 

G 

SOLID CONCRETE 
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LIFT OFF 

Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

CZ-75624199  -  LOTUS RECYCLER Polyethylene 15 gal. 21” 38” 

CZ-756141  -  LOTUS WASTE Polyethylene 15 gal. 21” 38” 

CZ-7531423999  -  Neptune PLASTIC Side opening PLASTIC  -  recycler30 gal. 21” 41” 

CZ-7532413999  -  Neptune PAPER Side Opening PAPER  -  35 gal. 21” 44” 

CZ-7533433999  -  Neptune MIXED Side Opening MIXED RECYCLABLES  -  40 gal. 21” 47” 

CZ-7533443999  -  Neptune TRASH Funnel top TRASH  -  40 gal. 21” 47” 

The Lift-Off. Polyethylene plastic never looked so good.  

Stylish yet very functional diagonal opening on two sides 
provides for easy disposal of trash.  

Flexible to use indoors or out. Use around pool areas,   
outdoor entrances, breakfast bars, you name it.  

Resistant to UV, moisture, corrosion and temperature 
change. No worries about rust or corrosion. Impervious to 
salt air.  

To empty, lift the base up and over the 33 gallon rigid 
plastic liner. The base only weighs 18 lbs.  The liner also 
has a retainer hook to hold the poly bags in place.  

Four colors (Terracotta, Olive, Taupe or Cinder). 

Model: PPP-LOF2020.  20” dia x 40” H.  

Made in USA.  100% recyclable.  

LOTUS POD 

NEPTUNE 

The Neptune Trash/Recycling collection. Good looks and versatility.  

Polyethylene construction wears great in outdoor or indoor         

environments.  Available with brown bases and taupe tops or blue 

bases and light grey tops. Custom colors and decals.  

Slanted top design discourages placement of objects on top of    

receptacles.  Labels on lids are durable molded in graphics. 

Lid styles: Trash, Mixed Recyclable, Paper Only and Plastic Only.   

Easy to Service, units include a liner with Grab Bag system to keep 

bag secure and out of sight. 3 sizes: 30 gal., 35 gal. & 40 gal. 

25% recycled content. 100% recyclable.  Made in the USA.  

The Lotus Pod.  Streamline organic shape.  

High density polyethylene construction. For indoor/outdoor use. No worries 
about rust, corrosion, or discoloration. Great in salt air environments.  

Wood like finish available Espresso or Walnut.  

Lid easily snaps off base for access to rigid plastic liner.  

Available as a trash only or recycling receptacle. The  recycling receptacle 
comes with decals specifying  Recycling, Paper, Plastic and Cans. 

Matching planters.  Made in the USA.  
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Lift Off Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

PPP-LOF2020 Polyethylene / 33 gal. 20” 20” 40” 



Model  Description/Capacity Dia. Ht 

ANV-TR35AT Ash/Trash 35 gal. 24.375” 31.625” 

ANV-TR35BT Bonnet Top 35 gal. 24.375” 40.375” 

ANV-TR35BTA Bonnet/Ash 35 gal. 24.5” 40.375” 

ANV-TR35DT Open Hood 35 gal. 24.5” 39.25” 

ANV-TR35OT Open Top 35 gal. 24.375” 39.25” 

ANV-TR35DRT Dome Top 35 gal. 24.5” 39.25” 

ANV-TR35VBT Visor Hood 35 gal. 24.5” 39.25” 

ANV-TR35VRT Visor Recycler 35 gal. 24.5” 39.25” 

Trenton Capacity Dia Ht 

ANV-PT4500 50 gal. 31.5” 45” 

Bainbridge Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

ANV-RCPWOT Open top 45 gal. 25.25” 25.25” 32..75” 

ANV-RCPWCT Covered Top 45 gal. 25.25” 25.25” 41.375” 

The Bainbridge (on right)  combines powder coated steel with Neowood 
(recycled plastic that simulates wood grain).  

Available with open or curved canopy top. Dual Stainless Steel security cables 
secure the top to the base.  

ADA Compliant. Reusable plastic Liner. Rubber feet. All steel components are 
shielded for extreme rust resistance. 

Made in the USA.  100% recyclable.  

The Wakefield group is a good looking hybrid of powder coated steel and 

Neowood (recycled plastic that looks like wood).  

Smooth, weather resistant, never needs painting or sanding.                  

All receptacles include a rigid plastic liner. 

Available in Mahogany & Cedar. 

Matching benches available. Made in the USA. The Neowood has a 95% 

recycled content. 100% recyclable.  

Mahogany  
Cedar 

WAKEFIELD 

The innovative Trenton 

Receptacle (on left) is   

ergonomically designed 

with a tilt-out bin.  

Removable 50-gallon bin slides out for easy trash   

removal,  eliminates vertical lifting. Highly resistant to 

corrosion and impervious to moisture.  

Includes steel trash liner, cam lock and key. Pre-drilled 

hold for easy surface mounting.  

TRENTON 

BAINBRIDGE 
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NEOWOOD 

ARUBA 

CAYMAN 

What is Neowood? 

 Neowood is composed of 97% recycled HDPE # 2 plastic (recycled milk jugs).  Our Neowood material purity dramatically increases the long term      

performance of the product.   

 It is environmentally friendly too.  Recycled plastic diverts waste from going into landfills and reduces our dependence on fossil fuels. 

 Will not rust, corrode, flake, splinter or discolor.  UV stable.  Impervious to insects, mold and moisture. 

 Not all plastic wood is the same. Ours has is 97% pure. Most other sources for “plastic wood” use materials that have a 35% recycled content.  

 The color goes all the way through the material.  So if scratched, it’s barely noticeable. 

 Matching products. Our Neowood collection includes trash/recycling receptacles, pool towel valets, gym wipe dispensers, storage boxes, portable bars, 

check in desks, planters, and much more.  As you add new Neowood products you can be sure that they will complement each other in look & color.  

 Made in the USA. 

3 Styles to best fit your look 

Aruba series  -  Notice the posts extending 

over the top surface and raised legs.      

Rectangular disposal opening.  Cayman series  -  Flat top. Posts do not 

extend over the top. Shorter legs.         

Rectangular disposal opening.  
Bermuda series  -  Posts extend over the 

top surface and raised legs.  Decorative arch 

over the disposal and towel openings.  

Model # Description/Capacity Length Depth Height 

TST2N1-19201932D Aruba Side load double 2/32 gal.  38” 20” 43” 

TST2N2-19201932DP1 Cayman Side load double 2/32 gal. 39” 21” 42” 

TST2N4-19201932D Bermuda Side load double 2/32 gal. 39” 21” 44” 

BERMUDA 
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Choose your colors.  Units can be two tone 

(one color for panels & another color for 

frames). Or one solid color.  

Choose type vertical bead board panels (left or flat panel (right).  Same price.  



ARUBA 

Aruba Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

TST2N1-19202038 Top Load 38 gal. 24” 24” 34” 

TST2N1-19201938 Side Load 38 gal. 24” 24” 41” 

TST2N1B-19202038D Top Load Double 2/38 gal. 50” 24” 34” 

TST2N1-19201938D Side Load Double 2/38 gal. 50” 24” 41” 

TST2N1-19202038T Top Load Triple 3/38 gal. 72” 24” 34” 

TST2N1B-19201938T Side Load Triple 3/38 gal. 72” 24” 41” 
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The Aruba collection. A wide range of styles and capacities.  

The Aruba is noted for the posts that extend over the top surface and longer legs.  

Constructed from Neowood (97% recycled plastic). The most rugged material you’ll find to withstand the 

great outdoors. No rust, no corrosion, no discoloration. Zero maintenance.  

Available with top opening or side opening configurations. You can even get the top opening in a slant. 

See image on right for example of slant top.   

Looking to see a particular model in a certain color? Let us know. In most cases we can send you an 

image of the model of interest.  

Below you’ll see configurations with one, two or three openings.  

Matching towel valets for pool side.  

Made in the USA.  

Don’t forget about the matching towel valets.  

Slanted Top 



CAYMAN 

Cayman Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

A) TST2N2-19202038SP2P1 Single Slim top load 2/18 gal. 24” 24” 35” 

B) TST2N2-19201938SP2P1 Single Slim side load 2/18 gal. 24” 24” 37” 

C) TST2N2-19202038P1 Single Top load 38 gal. Slant roof 24” 24” 35” 

D) TST2N2-19201938P1 Single side load 38 gal. 24” 24” 37” 

E) TST2N2-19202032DP1 Double top load 2/32 gal. Slant roof.  39” 21” 39” 

F) TST2N2-19201932DP1 Double side load 2/32 gal. 39” 21” 42” 

G) TST2N2-19201938DSP2P1 Double Slim side load2/18 gal. 1/38 gal.  46” 24” 38” 

H) TST2N2-19202032TP1 Triple top load 3/32 gal. 58” 21” 39” 

I) TST2N2-19201932TP1 Triple side load 3/32 gal. 58” 21” 42” 
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The Cayman collection. Flat roof design and shorter legs than the Aruba or Bermuda.  

A wide range of styles and capacities.  

Constructed from Neowood (97% recycled plastic). The most rugged material you’ll find to withstand the great outdoors. 

No rust, no corrosion, no discoloration. Zero maintenance.  Great in salt air environments.  

Available with top opening or side opening configurations. You can even get the top opening in a slant.    

Looking to see a particular model in a certain color? Let us know, in most cases we can send you an image of the model of 

interest.  

Below you’ll see configurations with one, two or three openings.  

Matching towel valets for pool side. Made in the USA.  
A 

B 
C 

D 
E 

F 
G H 

I 



BERMUDA 

The engraved arch gives the Bermuda a classic upscale look.  Units can be ordered with 

either plain or vertical bead board panels. Some properties prefer to change panel colors 

to make different waste stream more obvious.  

You choose what is the best fit for your property top opening or side opening to keep out 

the elements. 

Can be ordered with restrictive openings 

4 color printed overlay logos available  Clearly labeled opening graphics 

Constructed of our premium Neowood to never rust, flake, discolor or corrode. 

Matching towel valets.  Made in the USA.  

Bermuda Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

A) TST2N4-19202032P1 Single top  load 32 gal. 21” 21” 40” 

B) TST2N4-19201932P1 Single side load 32 gal. 21” 21” 44” 

C) TST2N4-19202045SP2P1 Single top load slim 2/18 gal. 24” 24” 35” 

D) TST2N4-19201945SP2P1 Single side load slim 2/18 gal. 24” 24” 44” 

E) TST2N4-19202032DP1 Double top load 2/32 gal. 39” 21” 40” 

F) TST2N4-19201932DP1 Double side load 2/32 gal. 39” 21” 44” 

G) TST2N4-19202032TP1 Triple top load 3/32 gal. 28” 21” 40” 

H) TST2N4-19201932TP1 Triple side load 3/32 gal. 58” 21” 44” 

A 

B C 
D 

E 

F 
G 

H 
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NASSAU SLIM 

TRINIDAD TOP LOAD 

The Trinidad collection. Curved edges on top lids provides a unique look.      

All Trinidad units are top loading.  

Constructed from Neowood (97% recycled plastic). The most rugged material 

you’ll find to withstand the great outdoors. No rust, no corrosion, no         

discoloration. Zero maintenance.  Great in salt air environments.  

Hinged “Slow Release” Lids allow easy open & service to bins without the lid 

slamming shut.  Includes rigid pull out liner.  

Available in 12, 26 or 32 gallon capacities.  

Different size openings identifies recycling waste stream. Many top and side 

graphics available at no additional charge.  

Made in the USA.  

Trinidad Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

Single 3 sizes 
TST2N6-19202012P1 
TST2N6-19202026P1 
TST2N6-19202032P1 

Top Load Neowood 
12 gal.                          
S6 gal. 
32 gal. 

 
20” 
29” 
26” 

 
15” 
20” 
20” 

 
33” 
31” 
39” 

Double 3 sizes 
TST2N6-19202912DP1 
TST2N6-19202026DP1 
TST2N6-19202032DP1 

Top Load Neowood 
2/12 gal. 
2/26 gal. 

2/32 gal. 

 

27” 

48” 

42” 

 

24” 

20” 

20” 

 

37” 

31” 

39” 

Triple 3 sizes 
TST2N6-19202012TP1 
TST2N6-19202016TP1 
TST2N6-19202032DP1 

Top Load Neowood 

3/12 gal. 
3/26 gal. 

3/32 gal. 

 

43” 
71” 

63” 

 

15” 

20” 

20” 

 

30” 

31” 

39” 

 Nassau Slim Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

TST2N3-19202022DP1 2/22 gal. 27” 24” 39” 

TST2N3-19202022TP1 3/22 gal. 40” 24” 39” 

TST2N3-19202022QP1 4/22 gal. 54” 24” 39” 

Is space at a premium? Then look at the Nassau Slim series.  

Constructed from Neowood (97% recycled plastic). The most rugged material 

you’ll find to withstand the great outdoors. No rust, no corrosion, no         

discoloration. Zero maintenance.  

All units are top load. Available in 2, 3, or 4 openings.  

Includes rigid pull out liners, hinged front doors, and metal reinforced doors.  

Header Boards with (3) interchangeable Graphics reinforce types of recycling 

streams for each opening. Three restrictive openings available to designate 

each waste stream.  Symbols associated with each of the restrictive openings.  
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Our Neowood collection continues with the Havana Curved Roof group.  

Constructed from Neowood (97% recycled plastic). The most rugged material you’ll 

find to withstand the great outdoors. No rust, no corrosion, no  discoloration. Zero 

maintenance. Great in salt air environments.  

Hinged side door opening provides easy access for your maintenance team to empty 

the trash.  

The curved roof discourages placement of objects on the receptacles. When used 

outside, the curve top design deflects rain.  

Many combinations. Single, double, top or side load. Includes rigid plastic liners. 

Made in the USA. 

HAVANA CURVED ROOF 

Havana Description/Capacity Lg Dpt Ht 

A) TST2N3-19201932P2 Single side load 32 gal. 21” 21” 46” 

B) TST2N3-19201938SP2P2 Single Slim 2/18 gal.  24” 24” 39” 

C) TST2N3-19201938DSP2P2 Double Slim 2/18 gal. 1/38 gal 46” 24” 39” 

D)TST2N3-19201932TP2 Triple side load 3/32 gal. 58” 21” 46” 

E) TST2N3-19201945TSP2P2 Triple Slim side load 2/45 gal. & 2/22 gal. 72” 24”  44” 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 
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Moda Description/Capacity Diameter Height 

CZ-780931 Perforated Stainless Steel 10”  12.75” 

CZ-780946 Black leatherette 2/1.6 gal. 10” 12.75” 

CZ-781029 Stainless Steel 2/1.6 gal. 10” 12.75” 

CZ-780947 Brown Leatherette  2/1.6 gal. 10” 12.75” 

MODA 

Offering guest room recycling wastebaskets is one of the best ways to showcase your green initiatives.  

The Moda series integrates two half round plastic liners for separating trash from recycling.  

Having this dual purpose unit also reduces guest room clutter. After all, why have separate trash & recycling wastebaskets if one unit will do the job?  

Available in #304 Stainless Steel ( p erforated or non-perforated )  or a Black or Brown Leatherette wrap over a steel base.  

The rubber guard on the base protects the floors and keeps the unit securely in place. 

 This unit includes two removable Polypropylene half-round shaped 1.6 gallon liners.   

 Convenient, extended lip on liner makes it easy to lift, empty & clean liners. 

 Liner includes a recessed area for decal application. 

 Decal set included with each can. Trash, Aluminum, Paper, Glass, Plastic and Mixed.  

 15% recycled steel content. 100% recyclable.  
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TREELA 

METALLA 
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The Treela. The look of wood and the price point of plastic. 

Great looks at an affordable price.  

4.5 gallon capacity. 10” diameter x 14.5” H.  

Polypropylene construction with a wood grain styled wrap.  

Made in Canada.  

Cherry finish 

Barnwood finish.  

Bronze finish 

Gunmetal finish 

The Woodrow. The real thing. All wood.  

Two tone look. Available in Espresso or Natural White.  

2.5 gallon capacity. 9” diameter x 11” H.  

Recycle can. Nickel finish.   

Blue interior.  

Recycle can. Gunmetal finish 

with detachable Blue collar. This 

collar can hold the poly bag. 

Blue interior.  

The Metalla series.  

The look of metal at a very cost 

effective price point.  

Polypropylene construction.  

Made in Canada.  

WOODROW Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

UMB-082872-721 Cherry 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

UMB-082872-077 Barnwood 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

UMB-082870-125 Bronze 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

UMB-082870-296 Gunmetal 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

UMB-082876-417-W50 Gunmetal Recycler 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

UMB-082874-417 Foil Wrap Recycle 4.5 gal. 10” 14.5” 

Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

UMB-082780-213 Espresso 2.25 gal. 9” 11” 

UMB-082780-668 White/Natural 2.25 gal. 9” 11” 



GARBINO 

Model #                          
Skinny Can 

Description/
Capacity  

Lg Dpt Ht 

UMB-082610 -040 Black 
UMB-082610 -661 Metallic White 
UMB-082610 -Bronze 
UMB-082610 -560 Silver  
UMB-082610 -806 Avocado 
UMB-082610 -505 Red                  

Matte Finish 2 gal. 13.4” 6.75” 13” 

UMB-082650-410 Nickel Mesh 2 gal. 13.4” 6.75” 13” 

UMB-082625-047 Black/Nickel 2 gal. 13.4” 6.75” 13” 

UMB-082625-299 Galvanized 2 gal. 13.4” 6.75” 13” 

SKINNY CAN 
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One amazing wastebasket. High style design and low price. An unbeatable combination.  

High impact virgin polypropylene construction.  

Two handles for easy emptying.  Available in Matte Black with imprinted recycle logo or 
without the logo in Matte Black, Translucent White or High Gloss Silver.  
 
Made in Canada.  

The Skinny Can. One cool wastebasket. Short in stature but long in style.  
 
Recessed grab handle for easy emptying.  
 
Available in wire mesh, galvanized steel and high impact virgin polypropylene.  

Garbino Description/Capacity Dia. Ht. 

UMB-082856-040 Recycler Black 2.5 gal. 10” 13” 

UMB-082855-040 Matte Black 2.5 gal. 10” 13” 

UMB-082857-560 Hi-Gloss Silver 2.5 gal. 10” 13” 

UMB-082855-220 Translucent White 2.5 gal. 10” 13” 



The Brim can. An excellent choice for extended stay properties, and hotel suites with kitch-

ens.  A covered step can is one of the best ways to control odors and insects.  Also makes 

it easier to dispose of trash when both hands are full.  

The Brim is the can that does the job with good looks and an even better price.  

Plus it large 13” w x 17” deep opening makes it easier to dispose of boxes that normally 

would not fit in wastebaskets.  

The Brim is constructed from polypropylene. The foot pedal in stainless steel triggers a 

soft close lid.  A retention ring holds the poly bags securely. No more messy collapsed 

bags.  

BRIM 

Brim & Venti             Description/

Capacity 

Dia. Lgt Dpt Ht 

BRIM UMB-084200-047 

                           -125 

                           -410               

Black/Nickel 13 gal. 

Bronze 

Nickel 

- 13” 17” 25.5” 

VENTI UMB-086758-047 Black/Nickel 16.5 gal. 14.5” - - 35.5” 

The Venti. (on left).  Can’t you picture this can in at a coffee bar?  

Great around vending areas. Use in an employee lunch room.  Lightweight and easy to 

move around at a moments notice to pool areas.  

This polypropylene container looks great. Plus, you’ll love the price.  

Swing top opening allows for easy disposal of trash while covering the opening. The     

retainer ring hides and secures the poly bag.  
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SMOKERS SOLUTIONS 

Model # Description/Capacity Dia Ht 

A) GLO-440SA Wall Mount Satin Aluminum 3.5” 24” 

B) GLO-2401 Wall Mount Powder Coated Steel  3.5” 12” 

C) GLO-4400 Wall Mount Powder Coated Steel  3.5” 8” 

D) GLO-4403SA Free Standing Smokers Pole  -  Aluminum 3.5” 42” 

E) GLO-4403BE Free Standing Smokers Pole  -  Aluminum 3.5” 42” 

F) CZ-710801 Black free standing -  Powder coated steel 15” 40” 

G) CZ-712107 Wall Mount Silver  -  Powder coated steel  4” 16” 

H) CZ-712101 Wall Mount Black  -  Powder coated steel  4” 16” 

I) RC-AU2420 Free standing  - Powder coated steel  9.25” 36” 

A 

C 

B 

G 
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Many people still smoke.  

To be sure they have a safe place to dispose of the ashes & butts we 

suggest our line of upscale smoker’s solutions.  

Some units are designed to totally contain the ashes/butts. These self 

contained models help prevent wind blown ashes & butts from littering 

your property. Plus they do not require sand to snuff out the butts.  

Many of our open top ash urns are shown on the following page. Many 

users prefer the open top version based on looks. Others prefer the 

open top because it is more obvious to the smoker.  

Wall mounted units are discrete.    

However, they do require someone at 

your property to do the installation.  

Besides the good looks, the wall 

mounted units help prevent theft.  

D & E 

F 

H 

Turn and snap 

to empty.  

Stand alone units (Items D, E, F & I) give you the flexibility to situate 

the unit where needed. No installation is involved.  
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SMOKERS SOLUTIONS 

Model # Description Dia Lg Dpt Ht 

A) ARC-SX3SSSWSP Stainless Steel Wall - 9” 8.5” 27” 

B) ARC-SX3SPC Powder Coat Ground - 9” 8.6” 44.4” 

C) GLO-H1202 Geneva Combo 12 gal. 12” - - 39” 

D) USC-ROG532C Powder Coat Aluminum - 12.38” 12.38” 24” 

E) USC-AEG534C Powder Coat Steel 12.38 - - 24.8” 

F) PMF-AVES5100132 Powder Coat Steel 18” - - 24” 

G) PMF-5100155 Breckenridge Sq. - 12.75” 12.75” 34” 

H) PMF-BRKS5100027 Powder Coat Steel 18” - - 25.75” 

I) USC-AEG531C Powder Coat Steel  12.38” - - 24” 

The Ash Stax models (A & B ) , are 

very heavy duty and are designed for 

high use environments.  

Available as wall mounted or stand 

alone.  
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There are many options for addressing disposal of ashes & butts.  

You may prefer to have a unit whose sole purpose is the containment of 

ashes/butts.  

Or you may prefer to have a unit that does double duty. That is, combines 

a trash receptacle with an ash/butt snuffer.  

On this page, you’ll find a range of choices.  

Our Geneva series integrates 

a trash receptacle with a ash/

butt container.  

Available in Satin Aluminum, 

Satin Brass and a range of 

other colors.  

Several sizes available.  

E 

B 
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FIBERGLASS & CONCRETE ASH URNS 

The Beacon Fiberglass ash urns offer the Hide-A-Butt™ hinged ash cover which 

hides unsightly ashes in a hidden aluminum pan. 

Over colors/finishes available. Matching trash cans as well.  

In fact, most of our fiberglass trash receptacles have an optional ash ring top.  

Model # Description Dia Lg Dpt Ht 

A) AF-RLC1428HAB Beacon Fiberglass ash only 14” - - 28” 

B) AF-SLC1428HAB Beacon Fiberglass ash only - 14” 14” 28” 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Concrete Ash Snuffers offer good looks and major stability.          

No worries about theft or high winds.  

These heavy concrete urns withstand the elements.  

Many concrete finishes. Many matching concrete          

receptacles and benches.  
Model # Description Dia Lg Dpt Ht 

C) PMF-5000776CSV Concrete - 15” 15” 24” 

D) PMF-5000436CSRCOL Concrete 13.5” - - 24.5” 

E) PMF-5000435 Concrete 23” - - 19” 

The fiberglass Beacon series is also available as a combination ash & trash receptacle.  



PLANTERS 

T2 Site Amenities has a huge selection of Planters to inspire you to create the Best Green Spaces possible. 

Manufactured of Fiberglass, Resin, Wood, Ceramic, Concrete & more.  If you don’t see it on our site. Just ask. Our selection is huge.  

847-579-9003     info@t2-sa.com 

www.t2-sa.com 
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More than meets the eye 

 Site amenities that command attention.  Possibilities re-imagined.  
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